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I wake up for the nth time to the sound of my big brother beating me about the head.
“Time to get up no-dick. I ain’t driving you to school.”
“I’m up, I’m up. Go to hell James.”
He wallops me upside the head once more, then absents himself from my room will a scoff. I lay
back down and try to recapture my dream, I had been a bird flying through the air.
“Man, I would give anything to be able to turn into a bird.”
“Anything?” asks a voice right next to my ear.
I jump straight up, ready to punch my big brother in the teeth, but instead see a slim, handsome
man in a suit standing in my doorway.
“Who are you, and what are you doing in my room?” I ask.
“To answer the second question first I’m here to grant you your wish, but on two tiny
conditions.” He smiles a perfect smile at me, but doesn’t continue. The smile looks malicious, though I
can’t explain why.
I gawk at him, wondering what he’s playing at, and how he got in. The silence deepens, and
finally I say,
“What kinds of conditions?”
“Oh, nothing you won’t enjoy. Firstly, if you accept, you can only become female things, even
when you’re human, though you can still look like yourself if you wish, just not in your pants.”
“What kind of condition is that!?!” I ask, outraged.
“Let me finish. The second condition is that if you make direct eye contact with a male, you must
have sex with him. He will become aroused, and you will forcibly become his ideal mate. You will not

regain your shape shifting powers until successfully mating with him, or if he dies. Do you accept these
terms? I do recall you saying you’d do anything.”
“Are you crazy? Shape shifting is impossible! Who are you?!?”
Again he smiles, it’s almost as if he’s bearing his teeth, and an evil light sparks in his eyes.
“For me, anything is possible. As for who I am? I am the true Omega. Now, do we have a deal?”
He holds out his hand.
I sit there and stare at it. I can’t help but believe that this is a real offer, but should I take this
opportunity? I could easily hide the fact that I won’t have a package, but what about the eye contact?
Suddenly I have a brilliant solution, I can wear sunglasses, or even get clear ones and just pretend that
they’re prescription. Then there wouldn’t be any direct eye contact. I’ve decided, and I reach out and
snatch his hand.
Immediately I feel explosive pain in my genitals.
“It may hurt the first couple of times,” coos the stranger, maintaining a vice like grip on my
hand.
“AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!” I scream, my penis and balls shrinking away, and now the
pain has spread deep inside of me. I scream and cry and roll around on my bed clutching my now empty
groin with my free hand and rubbing my stomach. After what felt like an eternity, the pain stops, leaving
a dull ache, and the man in the suit releases my hand. I fall back onto my bed, panting and clutching my
now flat crotch. After several minutes of disbelief, I trust myself to sit up, and when I open my eyes the
man is gone. I feel around my crotch, and my man bits are definitely no more. Excited and almost
nauseous with some unknown feeling, I pull my pants down, revealing neat little pussy lips, perfectly
trimmed. Just looking at myself causes them to warm up, and my mound puffs out a little bit, exposing a
little line of bright pink. I touch myself, feeling around my new pussy, and completely new feelings of
ecstasy explode from my pussy. This is nothing like my penis had ever felt. Suddenly, I hear loud
footsteps, and I cover myself up. My door swings open, and there’s my brother. I can’t avoid making
immediate eye contact. I didn’t even remember not to, I just looked up, but I am immediately reminded
when pain explodes from my chest , head, and everywhere. Breasts fill out my chest, flowing blond hair
spills down my neck, my waist pinches and my hips widen. I shrink about a foot, and I feel my lips
become more full.
My brother’s prick shoots down his leg and stresses at his jeans, so that he cries out in pain and
immediately starts taking his pants off. I glance at my alarm clock, and realize that school starts in half
an hour. I absolutely cannot go to school like this, and I had wanted to try flying, so I quickly dodge
around my brother, who is now only half dressed with an enormous boner, and I shut the door. Not
quite knowing what I’m doing, and trying not to think about it, I walk up next to him, pressing my body

up to his. With his cock pressing up against my belly, I can’t help but become incredibly horny, and my
pussy swells up, leaking a little bit of fluid into my underwear. James, now very confused, immediately
takes hold of this once in a lifetime situation and grabs me by the shoulders, laying me on the bed.
Slowly, he steps out of his jeans, then takes my night shirt off. A pair of shapely breasts hang free from
my chest, and he leans forwards and sucks on one, causing me to draw in a sharp breath, while he
fondles the other. Both of my nipples turn hard. His tongue travels upwards, licking and sucking at my
neck, and finally makes contact with my lips, and we kiss passionately, him climbing up on top of me,
our soft mouths connected and feeling around each other. With his hands, he unties the drawstring
around my pants, lowering my underwear and thin cotton pajamas together down my hips. Now his lips
travel down, toward my breasts again, sucking on my other tit this time, becoming more and more
forceful in his affections. He doesn’t linger at my breasts long, traveling down my belly, and stopping just
above my slit, letting my need for stimulus there grow. Finally his tongue slides down my slit, and he
begins eating me out. Unbearable waves of pleasure rush my entire body, and a pressure builds up as
the muscles in my pussy clench and unclench on nothing. Suddenly, my brother slides his tongue up to
the top of my slit, away from the heat of my hole, slips his tongue under a small fold of skin, and starts
licking my clit furiously. My pussy explodes, clamping down on nothing and spraying cum onto my
brothers chin, but he keeps going. A second wave of pressure builds up rapidly behind my still spasming
cunt, quickly becoming even larger than my first cum, and again my pussy clamps hard onto nothing, my
body involuntarily shaking and spasming.
Now my brother moves back up to my face, and begins kissing again, a warm glow emanating
from my now very slick pussy. I feel the head of his penis brush against my folds, then a light pressure.
My pussy is far too tight for such easy entry, even when it’s so slick and hot, so James presses hard
against me, and after only a seconds pause, my pussy stretches open and his dick slides in, stopping
suddenly as he hits my hymen. My brother’s body shakes as he pulls out only a little, then with
enormous force rams his dick back in, breaking my hymen and falling into me all the way to the hilt, my
tight, squeezing pussy gripping his dick. The pain hits me hard, but isn’t quite as bad as when I had shape
shifted, and disappears much faster. The heat of his dick is all I feel after only a few seconds, and after a
moment to regain his composure, my brother begins sliding in and out of me, penetrating deep and
stimulating me to new extremes. I give back, clenching and unclenching my pussy muscles on this
enormous intruder who is filling every cranny of my virgin pussy. Slowly the pressure starts building up
again, and I cum before the first five strokes, crushing his dick, though he doesn’t stop, over-stimulating
my vagina and causing the cum to last for at least ten seconds, though it felt like minutes. A huge
pressure has already started to build on top of my latest cum, but this time it doesn’t seem to want to
release. It keeps building and building, making every stroke seem more and more pleasuring, until the
pleasure almost starts to hurt I need to cum so badly, and finally James starts ramming faster and faster
until, as one, we both release. My pussy walls spasm uncontrollably and powerfully as James and I hold
onto one another, and my pussy draws out every single drop of cum from his dick, pulling him deeper
and over-stimulating his now sensitive penis. He cums long, lasting at least half a minute, before we
both stop cumming, and I stop squirming with him inside of me. Slowly, both of us spent, he drags his
dick out, which is steadily shrinking. We lay side by side, his hand on my vagina and my hand on his balls.

“What in the hell just happened Dave,” Jason asks me.
“I think we just had amazing sex,” I answer, not even bothering to deny my name. “And I think
we need to get ready for school.”
“No, really. What happened.”
“I guess I made a deal with the devil, but seriously, school.” I get up off the bed, wondering how
I might turn back into myself, then finally just imagine me as myself in my head. It works, and with
minimal pain I’m again myself, except for my still dripping pussy. I stand there naked, looking at James
naked, careful not to make eye contact again.
My brother just lays there, staring at me like he’s in a dream.
“Whatever, I won’t tell mom that you’re a girl so long as you keep having sex like that with me.”
He stands up, and starts putting his cloths back on. “And I’m still not taking you to school if you don’t
hurry up you know.”
“Yeah, like I need you to get to school.”
“Since when have you ever not needed me.”
“Since I was born, but even more so since this morning.”

I take my time getting ready, and get a shower before I dress. In the shower I further explore my
pussy, using the massage setting on the shower head to clean deep into my hole. I get dressed in my
usual jeans and tee-shirt, but I also stick my old little league cup into my pants. It was a good that I had
saved it, since it was small enough to not arouse suspicion, while large enough to create a fairly defined
bulge, not much different from what I used to have. That and the combined time from eating breakfast
made me miss the bus, which I didn’t mind since I wanted to test out my new powers. Jason has already
left, and so have mom and dad, so I go ahead and envision myself turning into a hawk, and am rewarded
by enough pain to make me blank out for a nanosecond. The floor rushes up at me, my clothing and
backpack dissolve into feathers, and my bones and guts rearrange themselves, the gurgling and grinding
making me sick, but after only a few seconds I’m a bird, and the pain ebbs away. I hold up my wings, and
examine them with an intense amount of detail. Imagine going from looking through a foggy window to
high definition TV, and you’re getting close to understanding how sharp raptor vision is. Somehow, I
seem to already know how to fly, as if the information is already imprinted in my brain, and I swoop up
onto the kitchen table.

“Very, very nice,” I think, then I leap out through the window and head for school. Euphoria hits
me as I climb higher and higher, flying is everything I thought it would be and more. The wind flows over
my body, the heat from the pavement sending up columns of rushing hot air, which I use to float me
higher and higher. Soon I’m nearly a thousand feet up in the air, and I pick out my school in the distance.
I angle down, and go into a shallow power dive. Picking up speed the world blurs past me as I rocket
toward the earth and toward my school. I can easily see the buses unloading, and as I just start to reach
the tree tops, I arrive. I pull up, stall, then land behind some bushes in the back of the school. Looking
around and listening, I make sure no one is near before I transform back into myself again, and walk into
the school. When I reach my class room the bell rings, but class doesn’t start. Instead, everyone keeps
milling around, holding cameras, and chatting while the teacher is taking last minute permission slips.
“Oh yeah, I almost completely forgot. Today’s a field trip!” I walk over to a buddy of mine,
whose name is Jared, careful not to make eye contact. I had forgotten to bring my sunglasses. I settle for
crossing my eyes ever so slightly to unfocus them, and stare blankly into other people’s faces. It seems
to work, and I smile to myself.
“Ok class, everyone get in a single file line. The buses are waiting, cmon, let’s get going. We’ve
only got six hours to spend at the zoo.”
We all line up, then pack three to a seat into the bus. I think of all the amazing animals at the
zoo and how I can become any one of them if I want. The bus ride isn’t long, since the zoo is only a few
blocks away, and soon we’re all in, milling around. The teacher’s group us all together, and we go
wandering around the zoo, seeing the exhibits, and I keep my eyes carefully unfocused whenever I’m
not looking at an exhibit. We see lions, snakes, fish, kangaroos, giraffes, elephants, birds, and just about
every kind of animal imaginable. All too soon it’s almost time to go, but there is one sight we have yet to
see.
There’s a one O’clock water world show with orcas and dolphins, and we head over. The entire
school fills the bleachers, and we watch the dolphins and orcas jump high out of the water, splashing us
with huge waves as they play with their trainers. After displaying all of their tricks, it’s time to leave the
dolphins, but we’re allowed to feed them before we leave. I’m last in line, and by the time I get to the
pail not only has everyone else left, but they’ve run out of fish. The trainer leaves me to go get more,
and I sit there at the edge of the pool with an expectant dolphin grinning up at me.
Suddenly, the dolphin turns his head, his one intelligent little eye connects with mine for a brief
instant, and I have just enough time to say “Oh sh-“ before I’m cut off as the changes begin. My legs
melt together, and my body’s joints smooth out into the graceful back of a dolphin, causing me to slide
silently into the water. My nose and mouth push outwards, my skin turns to rubber, and a dorsal fin
sprouts out of my back. My windpipe relocates to the back of my neck, and the skin there spreads apart
to become a blow hole. Finally, my hands and feet become flippers, my vision clears, and after only a
few seconds I’m a fully grown female dolphin. I float there several moments, feeling my body, then I kick
out, propelling myself forward. I explode out of the water with ease, my body’s a torpedo! Crashing back

into the water, I hear a series of ultra-high pitch clicks, and I answer back with my own clicks without a
second’s hesitation. A picture forms in my head, a 360 3D sketch of the entire tank, with two other
dolphins in it, and one of them has a long penis trailing behind him, heading for me. I feel myself
become involuntarily horny, I remember reading somewhere that dolphins have prehensile penis’s,
meaning that they can use them like an elephants trunk, and I feel a slit at near the base of my tail,
where my hips normally would normally be, puff up and swell. The erect dolphin swims towards me,
penis swinging forward to aim at my belly, and I decide that I might as well do it. Hell, I’m hot enough
already. I accept his invitation, aiming my belly at him and swimming along with him. The gap between
us dwindles, and now we both start firing rapid fire clicks to help see each other better. The male
dolphin deftly aims the tip of his long, tapering dick at my now swollen and red genitals. We are now
swimming in harmony, matching kick for kick, and slowly his penis makes contact, then snakes into my
seemingly bottomless vagina. We start swimming faster, brushing the edge of the pool, when suddenly,
when I think that I have absolutely no more room for this thick, muscular shaft, our bellies and tails
touch and he bottoms out. We are now swimming in perfect harmony, pressed up against each other,
and my vagina starts massaging and stroking his penis, almost of its own accord. The muscles in my
vagina start manipulating, pulling, and squeezing with all the muscle that is the torso of the dolphin, and
he responds in kind. His penis starts twisting, undulating, expanding, and worming deeper, and in
perfect harmony with my rippling and throbbing vagina. Time seems to melt away as we swim lap after
lap, each taking turns getting a breath, as we pleasure each other. Each movement seems to feel better
than the last, the pleasure building and building, until suddenly our actions start to speed up, again in
perfect harmony. The pressure is building rapidly now, and I keep pleasuring him until suddenly his
member stiffens and seems to thicken even more, as if he wasn’t thick enough already. Then, catching
me completely by surprise, his penis shoots off like a high pressure power sprayer deep inside of me,
forcing his cum farther and farther down, filling up my uterus like a balloon with an endless stream of
cum. My stomach swells with the amount of cum, and I release from the incredible feeling of it all so
deep inside of me. My muscular vagina walls clamp down on his muscular penis, and we both keep on
cumming, me pulling and squeezing his penis while he continues to fill me, the pleasure beyond
anything imaginable. The pleasure is all encompassing, drowning out everything but the intense, endless
amount of pleasure flowing from my cunt. Slowly, the tidal wave of cum stops, but we stay connected
for the longest time, swimming lazily, both of us simply enjoying the feeling of him inside of me.
Eventually, however, his penis retreats, sheathing completely flush into his body, disappearing into a slit
similar to mine, but smaller. I sigh, savoring the warm ball of cum in my uterus, but I know that I’ll need
to get home, so I prepare to become human again.
Fortunately, I am detained by the second dolphin, who also has his penis tapering behind him,
and swims by me playfully. As he swims by we make eye contact, and he seems to laugh underwater. I’d
like to say that I was annoyed by the delay, but in truth I was glad for an excuse to stay, and immediately
presented my belly to him, swimming up next to him. This one is much more eager, and swims right up
next to me, belly to belly, and misses his mark. I back up for him a little, while still maintaining a decent
clip around the pool,(this time going the other way), and he aims more carefully this time, hitting right
on the mark and sinking in quickly. My genitals are over stimulated, still sensitive from my last lover, and
the pleasure rushes straight to my head, causing my vagina to undulate and knead his member wildly,

manipulating him inside me, and causing him to squirm, twist, and flex in pleasure. We swim faster and
faster, the motion of our swimming adding to the massaging and rubbing of our most sensitive areas. I
cum early, but maintain my rhythmic massaging, albeit much more forcefully. The pleasure is hitting me
over and over, I’m cumming wildly again and again with each movement, and when I finally think I can’t
stand any more he too explodes, inflating my already full uterus, some of the cum overflowing past our
genitals, mixing with the water. His member then lays still, twitching periodically and causing me to
spasm back. He withdraws a little earlier too, compared to my last lover, and now I have the sperm of
two dolphins heating my belly. Rising to the surface, I can’t help but think that I wish I could keep this
full feeling in my belly, and I easily become my old self again, but unlike my clothing the cum stays inside
of me. As my uterus shrinks, cum jets out of my pussy, making it seem as if I’m peeing myself like a
water hose. To my joy, quite a lot of cum stays shut off in my uterus, and warms my belly. Looking down
at myself, I see that my legs are slick with cum, and that my belly is bulging with dolphin spunk. I wash
off as best as I can in the pool, and look around. Everyone is gone, and the park is closed.
The sun is still shining, since it is summer, but the zoo is deserted. I make a mental note to come back
here tomorrow.
I turn into a hawk again, this time the sperm disappearing just like my clothes, and I fly home.
Landing a block away, I become human again. The sperm is still there, making me smile, then panic. I
press at the bulge trying to press out the sperm, it almost seems as if it’s gotten bigger, but it doesn’t
dislodge. Suddenly, on instinct, I whip around to find the stranger standing behind me.
“Quite the busy bee, aren’t you?” He chuckles. “Pregnant on the first day.” A horrified look
spreads across my face, and he adds “Oh, no that’s just sperm trapped inside of you. But you released
an egg as a dolphin, and it was inseminated. When you kept the sperm inside of you, you also kept the
fertilized egg.”
“How do I get rid of it?” I ask.
“You simply morph it away of course, but I don’t think you will.”
“Of course I will, my mom and dad will definitely notice if I give birth to a dolphin!”
“Perhaps, but I like you. You’re the most entertaining mortal I’ve ever had to pleasure to meet,
so I will guarantee you that no one will notice that you are becoming pregnant, no matter how swollen
you get, with exception to your brother. I will also guarantee a safe delivery, though I wouldn’t
recommend going to a hospital. I don’t think they’re equipped to take care of baby dolphins.”
“So I have to do it au natural?”
“I recommend it.”
“What’ll happen if I accidentally look someone in the eyes, or if I just want to change shape.”

“Nothing will happen to the baby, unless you want it to. The rate of growth will probably be
random too, I imagine. You’ll unconsciously hurry it along.”
I look down at my swollen belly, feeling the trapped semen swirl around, and rubbing my belly
with my hand. When I look back up he is gone.
“I leave it to you.” he whispers in my ear, but I don’t even look back. I just turn around and head
home.

Opening the door, I find my mom and dad sitting in chairs at the front door.
“Where have you been?” shrills my mom.
“I missed the bus back to school. I had to walk.” I answer.
“The teachers said that they couldn’t find you, they searched for an hour.” Says dad, shrewd as
ever.
“I had diarrhea. I was in the bathroom for an hour.”
“Oh my baby, you’re sick? Why didn’t you say so!”
“I was busy telling you where I’ve been.” She leans steps forward and hugs me. For a second I
panic, my extended belly brushes up against her, but she doesn’t seem to notice, and I remember the
strangers deal.
“I’m gonna hit the hay early,” I say, breaking free. My pussy is tingling. “I don’t feel too good.”
“Hope you feel better son.” dad calls as I head up the stairs.
I close the door to my room, but I don’t really want to go to bed. Fortunately, neither does my
brother, as he comes and knocks at the door, then lets himself in anyway. I put on my sunglasses, then
turn and face him. I’m naked already, having planned on pleasuring myself a little before bed, but this is
better. The sight of my naked pussy immediately stiffens his cock, and he closes the door. By silent
consent we’ve already decided on what we’re gonna do. I take my sunglasses off, and look him
deliberately in the eyes, causing his dick to spring out of his already unbuttoned pants, and I become the
blond supermodel again. He undresses, and we stand in front of each other, naked, then I kneel down
and put his balls in my mouth, making him moan softly. I suck on balls for several seconds, then my
tongue travels up his shaft, and my mouth finds his head. I start swirling my tongue and lips around his

head, trying to go as fast as I can while still keeping my movements random, and his eyes roll back into
his head. His legs give way, and he falls on his knees, then onto his back on the carpet, but I continue to
mercilessly stimulate his head. It seems to take forever before he cums, but I keep at it, even when he
starts shaking and precum starts leaking and squirting out of his cock. Finally, he seizes up, and a huge
wad of cum is ejected into the back of my throat. I’m so horny that I swallow it immediately, but he
ejaculates again, and a third time. I swallow all of this too, his cum now delicious and desirous to me. He
doesn’t stay still long, however, and immediately presses me to the ground, getting into the 69 position,
and begins ravenously eating my pussy, drinking and lapping up the juices that are now flowing from my
cunt. Seeing his shrinking willy dangling in the air above me, I reach up and put it in my mouth, sucking
on the soft little guy in his entirety. This causes Jason to redouble his efforts on me, and it becomes a
contest on who can pleasure the other more. Jason’s dick starts to swell rapidly, but I don’t let any of it
out of my mouth, instead taking a deep breath and letting it expand down my throat while still sucking
at it. The pressure in my cunt is building, and finally I cum, the walls of my vagina contracting, the
pleasure burning deep.
Jason pulls out of my sucking mouth before he cums a second time, and gets into position for
sex, but to my surprise instead of his penis he inserts two fingers, stretching my tight, gripping cunt.
Then, oddly, he spreads them open like scissors inside of me, though he is unable to open them very far,
and rubs the wall of my vagina that is opposite my stomach. New, intense amounts of pleasure pour
from my vagina, and on top of that I feel like I abruptly need to pee, as if I have a full bladder. I need to
pee bad, but when I finally give in, and try to pee, I find that I can’t.
“Jason, stop. I don’t think I can take it. It’s too much,” but Jason wants to get me back for when I
had overstimulated him. As the pleasure builds, so does the need to pee. Jason decides to try and get in
on the action, and take advantages of my erratically clenching pussy. Maintaining the rubbing and
stroking motion of his fingers, he pushes his dick in too, and begins pumping into me with long, hard
strokes, hammering my pussy. In the midst of my approaching orgasmic delirium, I manage think of an
idea to pay Jason back for his relentless pussy torture, and begin rolling my pussy muscles to massage
and kneed his dick just like when I was a dolphin. The sudden change from clenching, to pulling and
stroking, causes Jason to grunt, and immediately quicken his pace, which is fortunate because I begin
orgasming right then and there, some animal instinct keeping my pussy muscles in rhythm, and I actually
ejaculate out my urethra along with the now mind crushing pleasure from my out of control cunt. I black
out, only to wake up with Jason collapsed on top of me, our bodies mashed together and his dick still
deep inside of me.
“How long was I out?”
“I dunno.”
“What were you doing to my vagina back then?”
“Rubbing your G-Spot I think. Did you need to pee?”

“Yes.”
“Did you ejaculate like a guy?”
“Yup.”
“Cool, then that really was your g-spot.”
“Mmmm….” I answer, then we fall asleep on top of each other. As I fall asleep I gradually change
back into myself.

BEEEERRRRRRT! BEEEERRRRRRT! BEEEERRRRRRRT! I wake up and whack my alarm clock. It turns
off abruptly, and I open my eyes to see Jason still on top of me, and his now soft dick still in me. I give his
dick a squeeze with my pussy, then roll him off of me, pulling him out at the same time. I feel my
stomach, half expecting to be pregnant already, but my stomach is as flat as it’s ever been, the dolphin
cum is mostly gone. I don’t even bother getting dressed, I don’t want to go to school.
I had just woken up with my naked brother still in me, and I’m horny already, but since Jason has
already left, quietly sneaking back into his room, I decide to go look for trouble. I open my window, turn
into a hawk, and fly out the window. I start to head for the zoo, but along the way I see a large group of
fenced in horses. I smile to myself, I had always wondered what horse sex would have been like, though
admittedly from the other end, and I fly down to join the herd. Landing in the grass, I morph back to
myself, though I’m stark naked this time, and I search for the biggest horse. He isn’t hard to find, in fact I
think he’s the only male in the herd. He’s dark brown with a black mane and tail, so I walk up to him and
look him in the eye. Immediately I drop onto all fours as my spine lengthens and my legs proportions go
all crazy and force me up on my toes. My head is thrown back, and my arms lengthen too. Hooves
replace my fingers and toes, and my vision becomes curved and nearly 360. Coarse brown fur shoots
down my body, and a mane and tale sprout out. As quickly as it had begun, I’m a horse.
The stallions dick shoots out like a party favor, but before either of us can do anything, five men
pull up in a truck, and enter the paddock.
“Lucky us, there’s a filly in heat. She looks right perty too, look at her. Hell, where’d you find a
horse like that Joe?”
“I don’t know,” says the one driving the truck. “I don’t remember her. Still, I’ll bet she’ll birth a
fine horse, don’t you?”
“Yup, let’s get her in the stable.”

They throw a rope around my neck and lead me to the stable, and I comply. I trot easily over to
a long open air stable, by pussy uncontrollably winking open and shut, and dribbling fluid. They walk me
into an odd contraption, and I begin to get a bad feeling about this, and my suspicion is confirmed when
the walls of the contraption close on my sides, and a gate is closed behind me so that I can’t escape. I
couldn’t possibly be mounted like this, they’re going to artificially inseminate me!
I kick out, hitting the steel bars with my hoof, but the angle is wrong for any serious impact, and
I’m securely held in place by the rubber pneumatic walls.
“Settle her down Jacob, if you know what I mean.”
What’s that supposed to meeeee-heeee-heeeeean! Someone had unceremoniously forced their
entire arm up my cunt, stretching me wider that I though was ever possible, though luckily it didn’t hurt
much. He reaches all the way into my cunt until he’s nearly shoulder deep and he touches my cervix
with his fingers, then begins jamming his arm in and out, his hand a fist. The shear width of his arm
immediately causes shocks of pleasure through my body, and by some irrepressible instinct I stand
perfectly still. I clench down on his arm, hoping that if I squeeze hard enough he would stop, but it only
causes his movements to stimulate me more and more, when for no real reason he pulls out leaving me
wanting. I snort and stamp, but am otherwise helpless. Another man comes up with a long plastic tube
attached to a large syringe, and pokes it up me, all the way to my cervix again. The same man again
reaches inside of me, causing me to whinny accidentally. He takes hold of the tip of the tube, and
pushes it past my tightly closed cervix. He pulls out, the other guy presses down the plunger, and my
womb is filled with the entire thing of semen.
“Good girl.” Sooths one of the farm hands, patting my rump, and I settle down. I’m in a spot of
trouble, but I’m still in heat, and very horny from the incomplete fisting I had just received. They won’t
keep me from my prize. I let them lead me into a stall, then I wait until they leave, and hear them drive
head to the house nearby. Then I undo the bolt on my stall with my lips, and do the same to the stable
door and the gate. Again I find the stallion, and he has already resurrected his member from the smell of
me. Somehow, I know what to do. I walk up next to him, and nip at him. He nuzzles and nips back at me,
and we rub up against each other. After a little while of play, since the farmers might be back soon, I
turn around, and enter the mating stance. I widen my base, meaning I spread my legs a little, and I lift
my tail in the air and to one side. The stallion doesn’t mount me immediately, and instead puts his nose
in my crotch, right when I have a sudden overpowering need to pee. I pee right next to his face, but he
doesn’t move, sniffing my urine. With a snort, he is satisfied that I am indeed fertile, and immediately
rears up into the air and lands heavily on by back. I stand my ground, and he begins erratically humping
at me, his long dick hitting my belly. I walk forward, and he thrusts forward in a hopping motion,
narrowly missing my cunt. I try again, and third times the charm. His shaft seems like it’s made of liquid,
pulsing steel as it penetrates me to the hilt in one thrust, and we both whinny wildly. He begins humping
with super human speed and force, in and out of my tight, steaming pussy faster and faster, each thrust
plunging deep into me and pulling hard at my soft tissue. The pleasure is extraordinary; I’ve gone from

absolutely no stimulus to the other extreme. I feel my entire body heating up and preparing to release
the flood of aching pleasure that’s building up at an exponential rate, and still climbing. I need to cum
now. I can’t take it, it’s too much, but still my body won’t release. My cunt says that I need more, and
more specifically, he needs more, so panting and gasping with every intense lung from my powerful
lover, I hold on tight, wishing that he would allow me to cum and just cum in me already. In about
another half-minute, my wish is granted and he screams his triumph over me. His dick explodes with
cum like a fire hose, spraying my insides with hot, hot cum, and blasting it deeper and deeper into me.
The cum doesn’t seem to have an end, as soon as one gush hits the pack of my cervix another one is
right behind it, even more forceful, and I finally clamp down on him with powerful vaginal muscles,
trapping him inside me for a moment longer. It’s like a dam has broken, and my spasming cunt shoots
out cum out of my vagina, more and more of it being ejected. I walk forward, him sliding out of me My
cunt is still spasming, and I’m shaking. More cum now is being ejected from me, including all the cum in
my uterus, as I cramp and clench uncontrollably.
“Aw heal. Look, your filly got back in the pin Joe!”
Joe comes running out of the house. “Huh, she’s a right randy one alright. Doesn’t matter now
though, they both look alright, and it was Thor’s spunk that we put in ‘er anyway. Let ‘em get to know
each other, I’m hungry.”

When they leave, I change into a bird, then take off.
“Whew, that was something.” I think. “I can’t wait to try some other animals.”
I fly down to the zoo, and only then do I realize a flaw to my plan. There are people at the zoo,
so how am I going to have sex? I decide that I don’t care, I need more sex, and I have a quick solution. I’ll
be a fly, I’ll hide in some cranny in the pen, transform, then have some fun. I’m flying over the zoo when
I see the first lucky animal, a wolf in the woodland exhibit. I change into a fly and drift down toward the
caged play area. As soon as I land behind a rock I morph back into a human, then look around. The caged
area seems smaller now than it had from the outside, but I suddenly realize a huge oversight on my part.
I’m in a cage full of wolves! Suddenly I feel hot breath on the back of my neck, and there behind me is
the biggest wolf I have ever seen. He lifts his upper lip, and shows me his huge canines, but doesn’t
growl. That’s when, completely by accident, I look him in the eye. The changes are immediate, coarse
grey hair shoots down my body, my clothes disappear, a tail shoots out of my behind, and I feel my face
extend out. My hands become paws, my ears migrate upward, and my hearing and sight sharpen
significantly. Out of all of this one thing overwhelms me, I can smell everything. Things weeks old,
seconds fresh, and foremost of all, wolf. Before I can do anything, the alpha wolf is on top of me, and I
smile inwardly. This is what I came for isn’t it?

The wolf is wildly humping at me, clawing my sides, and his thrusts force us out from behind the
boulder. I hear immediate gasps as children and adults are suddenly aware of what is happening, and I
laugh to myself at the faces of some of the parents. Some are horrified that their children are seeing
this, others stare rudely, but I am suddenly interrupted from my thoughts when he finally hits his mark,
sticking himself deep into me. He proceeds to pump fast and furiously, faster than I had ever thought
possible, his unbelievably heavy balls slapping me with each thrust. My cunt is being stretched to new
limits, his ten inch dick far too big for my tiny wolf pussy, but strangely there isn’t any pain. My pussy
just stretches further and further with each quick thrust, the pleasure spilling out of me. Both of us are
panting hard, and it seems like we had been joined forever in ecstasy, when something new starts to
happen. At first, I think that he’s trying to shove his balls up me along with his dick, and I’m fairly certain
he won’t be able too, but that can’t be. His balls are still hitting me. Then it occurs to me, it’s his knot. It
doesn’t feel quite as big as I had expected a dog’s knot would be, it’s only about half an inch wider than
his penis, but it still won’t fit. He begins thrusting harder and harder, slamming his knot into my
loosening pussy, and I become aware that both his knot and his penis are slowly enlarging, expanding
my cunt, but he only hits me harder and harder until, in just a few moments, he presses his knot all the
way into me. Now I feel pain as my opening is stretched wide, and he locks into me like the ball joint in
my car’s headlights. As he pops into me I feel the head of his dick slam into my cervix. His stroke is
shortened considerably, but he keeps pumping, pulling at my vagina, then pressing his pointy dick into
the hole of my taught cervix. As he keeps humping me, both of us joined together, I come to the
realization that his knot and dick weren’t quite at full mast, but they are certainly heading there. His
shaft is expanding steadily, and getting longer and thicker. His knot is also inflating, creating an airtight
seal around out genitalia. His steadily lengthening dick is pressing deeper into my cervix, finally wedging
it open and plowing into completely new areas inside of me. His knot had now become slightly bigger
than a baseball, and every jerk of the wolf’s body sends thrills of pain and pleasure down my own body.
After only a few minutes of being tied, the wolf starts to move faster, then plants himself deep
into me. His whole body contorts, and right on cue I start becoming inflated with cum. Not one drop
makes it out of my tightly closed cervix and the pressure starts building from the incredible amount of
steaming hot cum erupting from his penis. Even as it starts to hurt my belly, I climax and cramp down on
his dick, milking him and encouraging him to continue his cum. When he’s finally done cumming the
cum is under painful pressure, but before I can do anything he starts fucking me again, his dick pushing
deep into my uterus full of cum making it stretch so badly I nearly think it ruptured. Cum starts to shoot
out of where my cervix and his dick are joined, the strength my cervix muscles unable to hold back all of
his cum, but his knot prevents any of it from escaping me. My vaginal muscles contract hard and
sporadically, I can’t stand this kind of abuse to my pussy and I start to lose control at the prospect of him
filling me like that again, but sensing my dissention the wolf nips me hard in the neck, letting me know
that he’s in charge, and he wants me fucked. I whimper, the pain and pressure in my pussy bringing
almost unwelcome amounts of new pleasure that I can’t release. It’s like my pussy is on clockwork, and
can only cum after a certain time, not a certain amount of pleasure. It feels like his dick is growing even
larger, and once again after several long minutes he tenses up again. I know what will happen, so I try
and brace for it even though I have no hope. His dick pumps thick streams of cum into my uterus, which
is already at maximum capacity, and the cum forces its way painfully past my cervix. He starts inflating

my vagina, and my vagina soon swells to triple his original width and going. His dick is no longer touching
anywhere inside of me except at his knot and at my cervix, and that’s when my pussy takes pity on me
and releases the dam of pleasure it had stored up. I crush down on hot, slippery, liquidy cum, and nearly
force his enormous knot out of me past my tight pussy lips. Sadly, however, his knot stops just a little
before that, since my lips have reached their absolute limit. My insides, unlike my lips, don’t seem to
have a limit as the walls of my vagina stretch painfully in all directions, actually becoming wider than his
knot on the inside, when to my relief he finally stops cumming.
“Oh for the love of anything please let that be it.” I think. We both stand there, involuntary
spasms and twitches rocking out bodies and genitals. Finally, he begins to shrink, and the cums starts to
leak past him in tiny rivulets. Before he has even shrunk halfway he suddenly turns around, and yanks
himself out of me with a grotesque sucking sound as my pussy is nearly pulled inside out. Our cum flows
out of me, spilling onto the dirt like someone emptying a pitcher of water, but the cum in my uterus
stays put. I walk weak legged back behind the rock and sit there for a moment, feeling the cum flowing
out of me. I nearly fall asleep sitting there, but I jerk awake and remember why I came here. Even after
that I still want more sex, and I came here to get fucked silly. Turning yet again into a fly I take off into
the warm summer air, and head for another pin.
I fly high into the sky, and take a look around. Realizing that fly’s have horrible vision I go hawk
again temporarily, and that’s when I spot my next lover. The Siberian tiger enclosure is just Beneath me,
and without hesitation I drop from the sky, diving into their pen and landing in a bare tree. Very
unexpectedly, the tigers disappear into a large cat door set into the wall of their exhibit. I had startled
them, so I followed them through, hopping down off the tree and through the flap. I admit that it was
very stupid of me to do, not just landing in a tiger enclosure as a bird, but also to follow them into their
den, but to my luck they were more curious than hungry. They walk up to me, sniffing, and I see that I’m
in another cage inside a building. There’s no one around, so I morph back into myself, causing the tigers
to back off a little, then pounce on me when they realize that I’m human. I take off my clothes, morph
into a model, then start playing with them. They’re just like big kittens, except that they could eat me.
Careful not to look them in the eyes, I check their sex, and there’s one male and one female. I walk up to
the male, stroking him, and let my hands wander under his belly. Finding his dick, I start slowly
massaging it, and slowly his penis starts emerging from its furry sheath. The tiger is now very still, and
his dick starts to grow a little faster. I Bend down underneath him and inhale his scent, then put him in
my mouth. He tastes salty and good, and I slowly suck him. He immediately starts humping my face,
walking towards me to press himself upon me, so I stop. He growls menacingly, and I back away quickly.
I trip over myself and fall on my ass, and immediately he’s right in front of me, lip snarling. My heart
stops, and he takes his tongue and rasps it across my cunt. I spasm from the unexpected lick, my already
hot cunt stimulated roughly by his course tongue. The tiger licks his lips, then begins licking the juices
that are now practically running out of me. His rough tongue pulls at my skin, rubbing my lips raw, but
he doesn’t stop there. He starts to dip his tongue into my hole, cleaning me out and chaffing me on the
inside with his sandpaper tongue. He starts to hump the air, and I feel my pleasure building now to
extremes. I finally cum, fresh juices flowing from me only to be licked off of me by the tiger. After
cleaning me off again he stops, and now I feel fur on my belly and chest as he walks on top of me. He

begins pumping his penis against my pussy and belly, but is just sliding up and down me. I take him by
the shaft and point the head at my opening, and the next thrust sinks deep into me. His penis is just like
his tongue! It has the same texture, and clings to my skin as he pulls his enormous eleven inch hard-on
in and out of me. My slippery cum is absolutely useless as a lubricant, and as he bottoms out so far in
me that I feel the fur on the base of his penis enter me, it feels also as if there is a pointy bone running
through his shaft as he stabs deep into me. His thick member goes in and out, pulling at my insides and
stimulating me out of this world. I black out multiple times, orgasming at random, but he keeps going as
I wake up again and again to a fresh, involuntary cum. I cum for the fifth time, the pleasure racking my
body, when he finally roars deafeningly and cums powerfully in me. His cum is incredibly hot, warming
my pussy up like hot cocoa does your stomach as he jets sticky semen into me, out cum mixing together
inside me, unable to flow past my tender skin and his barbed penis. He stands there for a few seconds,
letting the last of his cum dribble and squirt out, then pulls himself mercilessly out of me, letting our
cum spill out onto the floor.
I lay there naked on my back, my shapely breasts hanging in the warm air, when I realize that
someone is watching me. Jumping up, I see an employee standing outside the cage with his pants down
and his swollen dick in his hand, grinning at me. I try to cover up, but it’s pathetic as I put a skinny arm
across my breasts and a hand over my crotch. His name tag says Steve, tiger handler, and he strolls right
into the cage after unlocking the door.
“Well well, what a naughty girl. How ‘bout you come with me to my office and make me forget
everything I just saw.”
I smile, “Not a problem,” and pick up my clothes.
He grins stupidly, and I avoid eye contact. Turning, he leads me out of the cage, locks it, then
into a small office, and locks that too. I drop my cloths into a corner, and he strips like lightning. Sad to
say he has a pathetic penis, and I can’t help but wish that it were more like the dolphins, but as soon as I
think it his penis sloops into his crotch and a rubbery slit spreads up his belly.
“What the ****!” He shouts, but immediately after the head of his dick pokes out of the now
widening slit. A now very large and muscular member slithers out of his slit, just like a dolphins.
“Wow,” I think. “I guess I can shape shift others too, and on top of that I don’t have to become
whole animals! I could just have certain parts of the animals!”
His dolphin’s penis touches the floor, then jerks up at the cold touch. Steve is in shock, and
begins touching himself in disbelief, when suddenly time stops. That’s the only explanation for it, since
the clock stops ticking and Steve freezes solid.
“Hello Jason.”

“Hey yourself.” I reply. “What is it this time?”
“I’ve been thinking about our deal.” The stranger steps out from behind me, examining my very
feline body. “and I’d like to propose something to you. Would you like to become male things?”
“Definitely.” I reply, eager.
“Good, you can become male. The only exception, however, is when you are in your original
body, then you must remain female. I think this will make things much more interesting, don’t you?”
Time resumes, and Steve resumes touching himself in awe. An idea strikes me, and immediately
Steve’s dick disappears again, but this time it’s actually gone. I’ve given him all of the reproductive
equipment of a female dolphin.
“Now for me,” I think. I give myself the reproductive organs of a male dolphin. For a moment
both of our slits look the same, but very quickly a difference is apparent. While Steves slit puffs up, turns
red, and spreads open, out of mine comes a ridiculously long and muscular penis.
I smile, this penis is completely prehensile, and I try moving it around. I bend myself into
interesting shapes, and even wrap my dick around my arm. I then look at a horrified Steve, and my two
foot long dick perks up involuntarily. Before he tries to escape, I turn him into a weak and stunningly
beautiful woman with incredible, supple breasts. A horrified look is stuck on his face, but his pussy lips
are slick with wetness already, so I grab him, well really a her now, her by the shoulders and lift her in
the air. She whimpers, then I slowly position my flexible dick at the entrance of her slit. Finally she
seems to find her voice.
“NOOOOOOOOO-ACK.” She is cut off as I imagine her a mute and so she becomes one. Her
mouth is still contorted in a silent scream, but I ignore it and slowly slide my dick into her. She tries to
impede me by clamping down as hard as she can with her strong vaginal muscles, but I’m already past
her strongest muscles that are at her lips, and she’s too slippery to deny me. I wiggle and press my dick
down to the hilt, and finally our stomachs and crotches are touching. She can’t hold her pussy back any
longer, and begins uncontrollably massaging my dick, pulling and squeezing and rolling it. I lay her down
on the carpet and give back as much as I can by pumping into her and contorting my cock inside of her.
She can’t help it, she picks up pace until her first orgasm hits her like a ton of bricks. I return her ability
to speak, and immediately moans and gasps escape from her and she cries out in pleasure as a second
cum builds up and crashes upon her. I quicken my pace, desperate to cum as well, even though I know
that when I do that it will be my only one. My strong dick angles, twists, and bends inside of her, and she
speeds up her movements in time with mine until, finally, we cum together. I feel as if I’m practically
pissing cum into her, and I can’t stop. The flow off cum keeps on torrenting out of me, the pleasure
causing me to shake and shudder with each pump of cum as my vast reservoirs are released into her.
Her pussy continues to milk me, prolonging my cum and inducing unimaginable pleasure. Finally the last
of my cum is ejected, and we lay there on top of each other, panting. I imagine him back to his old self,

except with his dolphin vagina and uterus full of cum, and I return to my supermodel image. My dick
soaks inside of her for a minute, then slowly shrinks out of her and back into me. As I roll off of her, she
draws her hand across her belly, then down to her slit, which is oozing thick, creamy cum. She sits up,
and the motion squirts a little cum out of her pussy.
“Have fun with the new cunt.” I say. “I certainly did.”
I become a woman again, and walk out of the building.
“What next?” I think.

I put my clothes back on, then head back outside. It’s bright out, almost blinding compared to
the inside of that office. I walk around, watching the animals and wondering what it would be like to
have sex with them. I grab some food, then walk around some more.
“Hey!” shouts someone from behind me. It’s Derick, a kid from high school who had made my
life hell since as far back as I can remember. In a seconds flash, he’s a beetle, and I quickly put him in my
pocket. No one was near me, and no one noticed.
“What’re you doing skipping school?” I ask, an evil laugh on my lips. Revenge is so sweet.
I walk around, while he tries to crawl out of my pocket, when I suddenly have a great idea for
revenge. I walk over to the woman’s restroom, then lock the door behind me. I take Deric out of my
pocket, and examine him. He’s just an ordinary beetle, but not for long. With a thought, he’s a dog.
More specifically, he’s a bitch in heat, a golden retriever, and I become a huge wolf, carrying a huge
package. He, now a she, growls at me, backing into the corner, but I growl much more fiercely at her,
baring my huge canines, and walk up to her. She barks, then snaps at me, biting down on the scruff of
my neck. Sadly, she is so much smaller than me, and doesn’t even draw blood through my thick fur. I
twist out of her grip and bite down on her neck, grabbing a firm hold as my dick pokes out of its furry
sheath. She yelps, then whines pitifully as I maneuver on top of her, my front legs gripping her tightly
and my back legs straddling her. I start humping her, feeling my member brush and slip off her hot, open
pussy, my pre and her own wetness making both of us slick. She tries to shake me off of her again right
when I hit my mark, plowing deep into her soft virginal pussy. We howl together, me in triumph and her
in pain. She’s impossibly tight, I’m amazed she isn’t torn in half, but I still pump in and out of her, pulling
hard at her insides despite the excessive amounts of cream flowing from her. I’m definitely too big for
her, causing her to yelp and try to run, but I just bite down harder on her, and she finally stops
struggling. My dick, as it reaches full mast, hit’s her cervix, but my pointed dick is designed to break
down this wall. In only a few strokes I’m past it, and my knot begins filling. The base of my dick is
swelling up, stretching both my skin and hers, and we’re quickly locked firmly together. She whimpers
with each throb as my dick inflates a little more, and a little more, each heartbeat filling up my knot and

pressing me deeper into her at the same time, copious amounts of my pre-ejaculate further sliming up
her insides. I continue humping her, pulling at her strained pussy then pressing my knot deeper into her,
when I feel my balls constrict as if they were in a vice. I can feel myself about to cum, and I plant myself
deep into her, as far as I can, when I feel my dick begin to expand as my cum travels down it. I howl
again as my cum starts to fill her, cups of it quickly filling her uterus and stretching it. I just keep
cumming, and she cries out as the pressure starts to fill her vagina as well. My knot holds it all back as I
empty my balls into her, filling her up and stretching her virgin walls as far as they’ll go. Finally, it ends,
and we both sit there panting, letting my spunk soak her insides. She starts trying to pull away to no
avail, we’re still knotted, and it only serves to make her whimper as her vagina is stretched more and
more, her tugging causing her more pain and distress. Finally, after my knot has shrunk somewhat, I
yank myself evilly out of her, making a loud sucking sound, then a pop, as her cunt suddenly finds relief
and spills out onto the floor. I transform back into my “super model” disguise, and walk up to her. I put a
hand on her belly, rubbing the swollen bulge that is her uterus, and lightly press on it. She whines, but
the ball of steaming cum doesn’t move. She’s panting hard, but stands there looking me in the eyes with
profound sadness.
“Oh, alright. I’ll make you human again.” I turn him back into himself, but leave his dog’s cunt, as
well of his dog’s uterus full of my spunk. Smiling, I turn into a fly, and fly out of the bathroom, leaving
him shouting for help.
“Where to next? How about visiting my dolphin buddies.”
I head over, but when I arrive the huge form of the orca jumping out of the water in another
tank catches my eye. I land, become human, and walk over to the tank. There is a show being put on,
but I don’t care. I climb up the ladder, then dive into the water ignoring the protests of the handlers.
Swimming underwater, I deliberately make eye contact with the whale, and my body explodes outward
into the form of a killer whale, and the most enormous penis I have ever seen slides out from the whale.
It’s at least three, maybe even four feet long, but shaped more like a lance than a penis. It starts out
somewhat thin at the tip, but quickly widens out to a foot wide at the base!
I amble up to him, and immediately the lusty whale lunges at me. I realize that he probably has
never mated in his life, being raised here from birth, and he won’t pass up this opportunity. When he
has his penis lined up, he starts working it slowly into me, his member wedging my slit open inch by
inch. Gradually we get closer and closer, and pleasure spikes through me as my lips are stretched tighter
and tighter over his member. He rests in a S shape inside of me when we finally meet, out bellies
pressed up against each other, him deep inside of my hot sex hole. Just his presence would have been
enough to send me into orgasmic bliss, but we swim in a random pattern, going faster and faster. As we
arc back in forth to swish our tails, his penis shifts and slides inside of me sending thrills through my
pussy, and I lose all sense of reality. There is only this whale and his penis inside of me, and we swim
attached like so for what seems like forever. Finally, we both start to speed up, and after reaching a
frenzied pace we both explode, him filling me up with more spunk than I can comprehend. I’m definite
that it would be measured in gallons, but none of it escapes the water tight seal of my pussy, and he

spends several minutes unloading into me as if he were relieving himself. Both very satisfied, we drift
together, then after uncounted minutes reluctantly part. I savor the feeling of his cum inside of me for a
few moments, then morph straight to a bird and fly home. When I’m home again I finally change back
into myself, and am shocked to find myself with a huge belly, and I can feel the tiny dolphin inside of me
move.

